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ar, . Willing America is making forward strides in its synthetic recent’y. For best results, that 9.00 tire belongs on a 9- 

for (er and. sonintaw. Mr. and M rubber program. But authorities warn that practically all 107 rim. 
Lem Warne of the 1943 and 1941 synthetic production, as well as the 

D EMMERT weeks ‘ f our . majority of crude rubber in our present stockpile, must Remember that wide-base rims and wheels have been 
® . en. M nara tii go to the armed forces and for lend-lease. proved in all Kinds of service. Even on Uncle Sam's com- 

Be er Ay iy : : : Lat equipment—his jeeps, caissons, scout cars, half-tracs 

BRUMB mg rd Sinday That means we still must guard the tires now on our and tank destroyers—all of which have rims or wheels 
gal ere i CH H hot ole hie! » # * 1] vi rp 3 <1 : » : . : 
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Mrs, Rearick and Mrs. Lew able for tires, engineers made an extensive search for the : fartswick of Sco returned . ‘ mileage for vou years to come. 
thelr oid ] last: week with the secret of increasing the life of both passenger and truck 

Department haghel. bea tires. The Wide-Base Rim and Wheel is the result. . : . 
99rd District Last Sunday the writer started Check your rim and tire equipment with the chart 

ov. 91043 gone far when he no : For instance, a 9.00 tire doesn’t belong on a 7” rim, or below. Make certain that vou, too, are fighting the war 
Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1943 at his house and - returned to set even on the 8” rim which was considered suitable up until against tire waste! 
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A definite increase in tire and treadlife. The popular National Wheel and Rim Association 
or average figure seems to run around 20 per cent, al 
though higher percentages have been claimed. Correct Tire and Rim Combinations Chart 
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wis a hole in the Bare An improvement in roadability, stability, steering fa- Rims in Column 1 are present original equipment standards—no rims narrower than these 

cility and traction: both on the straightaway and can safely be used for the tires shown, Wide-Base rims in Column 2 will definitely increase 
. ry : " tire mileage--ne increase in inflation or rated rrving capacity, 
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this hole and dumped in, and it was tion failures, as well as fewer blowouls and tire fail Minimum Standard For Max. Mileage Required 
given the name of Horse Heaven ures on the road. Less strain and flexing of side walls. 6.00 50 
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Greater tread contact of the tire on the road, which 6.00.5" 70 
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ONCE AGAI N eS bir ui Png didn't ed previously. 6.50-6" 65 
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Johnny on a day's visit tg the gid ’ - . { } A Bot mies and all thsough ihe ber of subsequent recaps or retreads. . 215.00 (7 6.00 (8) 8.25 
Barrens, for he says that nothing he 2h E s " 2 " 
would please him more than to walk The possibility of using wider-base rims with current 8.25 60 

IN over all the ol mines in this vicin- tire sizes, thereby increasing tire life without calling 8.25 75 5.00 (7) 6.00 (8") 9.00" 
. » . - ity and look them over. Johnny has for additional rubber. 

also let us in on a little secret and 
8 TOYLAND we will have to go and investigate The benefits of wide-base rims can be equally enjoyed 9.00 65 

I on. by operators with vehicles in multistop or over-the. 9.00-8" 80 | 6.00 (8) 7.33 (9-10) | 10.00 
Well, we sure enjoy a visit any time road service. 10.00 70 6.00 (871° ETN 0713 — 

with all of jour old Scotia friends, ? : ¢ : (9. 

TOYS AND GAMES and anytime any of you feel like vis- Approval of the wide-base rim program by members of 10.00-9* 807.33 (9-10) | 7.33 (9-10) J2.00 ' 
TO ANSWER EVERY iting with us we sure wil oe glag So the Tire & Rim Association, the National Wheel and -OU- . - . - 0.00’ 

gee you and i ! Rim Association, most tire manufacturers, and perhaps 1 Most tires In this Sine are mounted on 6.00 T (8) Tins Which © permite 
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YOUNG HEARTS DESIRE Last Sunday while we were the 8. A. E. Tire & Rim Standards Committee. but the 9-10" rim is preferable 
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. 
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CLASTER’S Gaston or st tt on soneons § 1 SOUTH POTTER STREET BELLEFON . : ftuation ¢ t least until someone 

HIGH STREET ne stirs ie thine up again. 
3 TE, PENNA 

| We have noticed that Henry Sto- 

ver has his new house finished and 

and they were all hauled back to 3 Less strain and pinching of beads and fewer bead-sec- Tire Size | Plies |InflTn | Nominal Rim Size Wide Base Rim Flaps 
Ld 

  

  

  

  

            
      

    
  

   


